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Differences between the speech of men and women is documented for 
languages of North America, South America and Asia (see Haas 1964 for a brief 
review of the literature). These differences may be in the lexicon (e.g. the 
use of certain words by one sex only), the phonology (e.g. the presence of two 
sets of rules yielding distinct phonetic shapes from the same underlying form) 
and/or the morphology (e.g. the addition of an affix to mark the speech of one 
sex). Which sex uses the unmarked version is apparently language specific. In 
Koasati (found in Louisiana) female forms are closer to the underlying (Haas 
1964) while in Yana (from California) the men's forms are basic (Sapir 1929). 

Within the Salishan family, Davis (1971:13) notes a difference between the 
speech of men and women in Mainland Comox: 

2. Within the sample of the Mainland Comox population 
wnich provided data for this paper, a marked difference 
was noted between the speech of men and that of women in 
two respects. 

2.1. Women employ horizontal lip rounding, with concomi
tant lip protrusion. 

Men employ vertical lip rounding with the consequence 
of an absence of lip protrusion. The resulting impression 
is almost that men don't move their lips. 

2.2. Women pronounce the glottal stop as a stop and 
glotta1ized stops as ejectives. 

Men pronounce the glottal stop as stlld ["a glottal 
roU"] in the environments V_V and V_C and pronounce the 
glotta1ized consonants, especially /p'/, somewhat weaker 
than ejective. Furthermore, one older man states an 
analogy between the glotta1ized stops of Mainland Comox 
and the voiced stops of English. 

In this paper I will present evidence that Twana, a Sa1ishan language of 
Hood Canal, also differentiated between male and female speakers. The initial 
discussion of thts topic deals with a proposed correlation between the sex of 
the speaker and the height of certain vowels. Although data does not appear to 
bear out thts hypothesis, tt does point to an earlier use of sound symbolism 
to indicate a female speaker or addressee. In order to properly place the 
fema.le/male speaker distinction within the context of the Twana language, I will 
begin with an overview of the differentiation of female referents. This 
distinction is made lexically and morphologically. 

In Twana adult speech there is a differentiation between the names of 
certain body parts based on the sex of the possessor. While the sexual 
associations of [dux"'bu't'abad] 'breast, nipple', [spla~q] 'penis', [ba'Cad] 
'testicle' and [dux"'sta~ daybad] 'vagina' are dictatecJ by Jruman anatany, speakers 
also distinguiShed between the 'female anus' (sk"'IlE?] and the 'male anus' 
[skalE~?], 'female urination' (ka~ 5] and 'male urination' [sa'xo], and 'female 

defecation' (mi~s] and 'male defecation' [p'a~ c']. 1luJS, a wauan ~d 
express [bika~scId] 'I am urinating' while a man wwld use [bisaxo cId]. 
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In 'lWana baby talk, both men and wanen used the female fonns of 'urinate' 
and 'defecate' for the actions of children of either sex. The use of the 
female tenns for bodily excretions is probably due to the fact that wanen were 
the principle caretakers of ywng children. The baby talk fonns of the verbs 
'urinate' and 'defecate~ are foI1lled by the insertion of the diminutive infix 
-?-: (ka~?s] and [mi'?"J. 

Feminine nouns are the marked case in tenns of morphqlogical affixes. For 
example, the feminine affix -s occurs at the end of [daba'da] 'my son' to form 
[daba'das] 'my daughter' • It is also infixed into the non-feminine articles 
ta 'the', ti 'a' and ti~ 'that', all "used with masculine, neuter and ccmnon 
genders" (Eells ms.), to yield the feminine articles tsa [ca], tsi [ei] and 
tsi~ Jci~]. For example, 'a man' is [tistib?a't] wnrre 'a WCJ!IWl' is 
[c~sia day]. 1luJS, 'cow' [ciaq"'i'st] differs fran 'ox' [tiaq"'i st] by the 
inclusion of the feminine affix in the article prefix. 

The nouns [stib?a't] 'man' and [Sica' day] 'wanan' can be used as singular 
or plural adjectives: [stib?a't pi'spS] 'male cat' or [sia'day pi'sps] 'female 
cat', and [stib?a'tai xo'?bat] 'males' paddle' or [sia'dli xo'?bat] 'females' 
paddle' • 

Among the two languages of the Puget Sound region, 'lWana and Puget Salish, 
no male/female distinction for speakers has been found of the type identified 
by Davis for Canox. However, two proposals have been made regarding differences 
in the phonetic wtput which are more explicit. CkIe concerns the choice between 
mid vowels and high vowels while the other relates to the presence of nasal 
consonants versus voiced obstruents. 

Elmendorf (p.c.) feels that vowel height may be a sex characteristic of 
'lWana speech, with men more frequently using the high vowels [i,u] and women 
the mid vowels [e,o]. In a 1969 letter to Drachman, Elmendorf stated: 

I have one carment, on ywr note 2 on fig. 5 (p. 28) 
[of Drachman 1969], which might be of interest. You 
suppose that my choice of li,ul (rather than /e,o/) for 
the high vowels "was made on typological grounds." 
Actually, this may have been part of the motivaticn, but 
my principal reason was that I heard predaninately the 
higher "allophones." Occasionally there was fluctuation, 
but I heard [i] or [u] in most enviromnents fran Henry 
Allen, Frank Allen and Oiarley <lJsh, the three informants 
fran whan I made attempts (Joost successfully fran the first) 
to record carefully. I have also heard 'lWana forms fran 
I..ucy Allen and Mary Adams; while I didn't record much fran 
either of them, my impressicn is that both used consistently 
[e] and [0] where I heard [i], [u] fran the men. This isn't 

much to go on, but it does at least suggest that a sex 
difference in pronwnciation may be involved here ••• 



All the above persons were native speakers (with the 
possible exception of Lucy Allen, who was however said by 
her husband Henry to be fluent), and all are now dead. 
Thus, this hypothesis of mine may be futile, in that it is 
possibly untestable as of this date. 

In Twana, the vowels li,ul are lowered to [e,o] when adjacent to a 
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uvular consonant. We are concerned here with the occurances of [e,o] in other 
enviornments where there is an alternation. The following examples contrast 
the [e] of Mary .Adarns (Dased on Gunther 1945) with the [i] of Henry Allen and 
Frank Allen (Elmendorf 1960; Elmendorf DIS.), and Louisa Pulsifer, Lee Cush 
and l2nily Miller (Thanpson DIS. A). 

cedar tree 

maple tree 

cherry tree 

[e] [i] 

(Mary .Adarns) (Henry Allen, Lee Cush, Louisa 
Pulsifer) 

k'o'iuwe k'o''}uwj 

(Mary Adams) (Henry Allen, Louisa Pulsifer, 
I2idly Miller) 

yIli7a'~ YIli?a''}p~ 

(Mary .Adarns) (Louisa Pulsifer) 

yali ?I' '}p~ 

(Henry Allen) 

red huckleberry bush c'xw~las (s)c'xw~las 

(Mary Adams) (Frank Allen, Louisa Pulsifer) 

The same contrast is found in the word for 'song'. Lucy Allen and Mary .Adarns 
(Elmendorf p.c.) used [e) while Frank Allen, Henry Allen, Charley Cush (Elmen
dorf p.c.), Louisa Pulsifer (Thompson DIS. A) and Liza Purdy (fran a tape 
recording made by Leon Metcalf) used [i): 

song 

[e] 

s?e"lal 

(Lucy Allen, 
Mary Adams) 

[i) 

(Frank Allen, Henry Allen, 
Olarley Cush, Louisa Pulsifer, 
Liza Purdy) 
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These data do not support the hypothesis linking vowel height to the sex 
of the speaker. My own impression (based on my field workwith speakers of 
both sexes as well- as the notes and tapes of other researchers) is that vowel 
height (where not determined strictly by phonological environmt;nt) is linked 
to family lines. I find the use of ID1d vowels most pronoonced m the speech of 
both male and female speakers of the .Adarns family (Le. Mary.Adarns [in Gunther 
1945], her son Archie [recorded by Drachman], his niece Georgina M:!ller _ ~ her 
son Gerald [Thanpson DIS. AD fran the Hoodsport conm.mitr (slala?a itablX ); 
ther use [bo'sas] 'four' rather than [bu'sas] and [sc'o'c] 'rain' rather than 
[sc u' c]. The absence of this trait among other Hoodsport families S\Jd.l as the 
Lewis family (e.g. Liza Purdy [recorded by Metcalf] and her daughter l2nily 
Miller [Thanpson DIS. AD suggests that it may be subdialectic in nature. 

In modern-day Twana and neighboring Puget Salish, the segments £.'~ are both 
underlying and the usual surface forms for Proto-Salish *'m,n. I argue else
where (Thanpson DIS. B) that, at least for Twana, the change-fran !!!.,!!.. to £.& w~ 
a gradual one involving other processes within the ~~ge such as lIlt~~l1c 
gemination and deglottalization, as well as denasall.zatl.on. The denasal1zatl.OIl 
process was underway by 1841 but was not fully canpleted until the early 1900's. 

furing the period of transition, Gibbs (1877) listed several instances in 
Puget Salish where nasal consonants were associated with females while the 
corresponding voiced obstruents were associated with males. Fo!: example, 
'friend' is pronoonced Ash-dals when speaking to a man but As-nals' when 
addressing a woman (p.ZSS-6). He further states (p.3Z4)that the non-nasal 
version "cannot be used to a WOOI3Il without insult." Gibbs also notes (p.3Zl) a 
distinction between male and female speakers in pronouncing the word 'for shame': 
as-sash-i-ma (female speaker) but as-sash-ib'ho-yo (male speaker). 

I believe that there are bits of evidence in modern-day Twana which point 
to a similar situation at an earlier stage of that language. These, in turn, 
support the observations of Gibbs for Puget Salish and indicate that it was an 
areal phenanenon. 

<:ne example is fran baby talk, the speech of adults to young children. 
Although nasals appear in a very limited rn.unJ;>er of modern-day ~ adult speech 
forms, namely diminutives, they do appear whlch sane regularl ty m baby ~lk as 
replacanents for corresponding v<;liced obstruents (Thompsen m:;. B). ~e . dl.ffer
ence in the nasality of the initl.al consonant of the PQssessl.ve prefu m 
[daba'bad] 'my little son' (Thompson DIS. A) and [nak'a'?] 'my 1IlIDIIY' (ElmeJ.ldorf 

DIS.) is based on the sex of the kinship tenn referent. A nasal consonant l.S 
used for the female tenn [k'a'?] '~' while the corresponding voiced obstru
ent is found with the male tenn [ba~bad] 'little son'. 

Another example concerns the previouslr mentioned word mi's 'female 
defecation', which contrasts with the tenn ~ used exclusively for males. 
The presence of [m] in Mis is not due to the application of a diminutive process. 
Rather, it is a reversalOf the _. process which created £.' s fran 
Proto-Salishan *m's. The form Mis 's the reflex of an old Salishan root, cf. 
the cognate in die Interior Sal1s language Spokan, nm' eC 'defecate' (Carlson 
1972:135). 
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The sociolinguistic factors involved in the marking of female speakers 
and addressees (both phonologically, e.g. with nasals, and lexically, e.g. 
by the use of !Dis) suggests that 'female speech' was in the past one of a set 
of registers wTI'fi"in !wana grarrunar. Ferguson (1977:210, 212) offers the 
following description of what a register is: 

One of the central facts about human language is the way it 
varies in structure depending on the use to which it is put. 
Every speech cOllll\Ull.i ty and every individual user of language 
exhibits this kind of variation in language behavior. It is 
not only the semantic content which varies according to the 
use but also phonological and syntactic patterns, choice of 
vocabulary and fonns of discourse. In some societies this 
variation can be illustrated dramatically by turning the 
dial of a radio to find a particular program. It often takes 
less than a sentence of speech to decide whether we are 
hearinp.: a news broadcast, commercial message, 'soap opera', 
campai!in speech, or sennon. In other societies a tape recor
ding might just as readily be identified as adolescent instruc
tion, recitation of a myth, joking between uncle and nephew, or 
spirit possession. 

Since most of this variation is conventional, systematic and 
culturally shared, it lies in the province of the linguist to 
analyze it and search for universal tendencies and explanato~ 
principles. The notion of 'register' serves as a bas1c organ1-
zing concept in this kind of analysis (Reid, 1956; Ellis & Ure, 
1969). On the one hand, register variation is distinct from , 
regional and social dialect variation and, on the other hand, 1t 
is distinct from idiosyncratic and stylistic variation. A 
register in a given language and given speech cOlllllJIlity is 
defined by the users for which it is appropriate and by a set of 
structural features which differentiate it from the other regiS
ters in the total repertory of the cOlllllJIli ty . 

The!Wana female speech register was used as a polite way of,addressing. 
women and as a distinctive manner for women to speak. In the lex1con, certam 
registers such as female speech, baby talk and speech to animals shared a set 
of phonological rules, including the change from ~ to n. AI tI,lough .female; 
referents were the marked fonns in adult speech (see die earher d1scuss1on , 
regarding ~ and tsa, for example), male re;ferents could be the markeg fonre: m 
these registers em example, [d] appears m the baby talk form [daba bad] my 
little son' instead of the usual In] segment). 

The female speech register in Twana would have disappeared in the late 
1800's perhaps due to contact with English. The special lexical items of that 
regist~ (e.g. words for body parts and excretions) however remained, along with 
some sex differentiation in the baby talk register (e.g. ~- 'my (female 
referent)' but da- 'my (male referent)'. 
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